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While You Are Visiting
A few things to remember...

The American Sport Art Museum and
Archives (ASAMA), located on the
campus of the United States Sports
Academy, is dedicated to the preservation of sports history, art and literature. Founded in 1984, ASAMA recognizes the importance of the cultural
connectivity of athletic competition

and artistic expression. The ASAMA
collection contains works of sport art
by world-renown artists, expressed
in a wide variety of media, including
paintings, sculptures, prints, posters,
photographs and assemblages. It is
believed to be the largest collection
of sport art in the world.

The Academy is an independent, non-profit, accredited, special mission sports university created to serve
the nation and the world with programs in instruction,
research and service. The role of the Academy is
to prepare men and women for careers in the
profession of sports.

•P
 lease refrain from touching the
art, as your fingers leave oils and
residues that eventually damage
the art.
• If you plan to sketch or write about
any of our works, please bring a
pad to use as a surface and sketch
or write with a pencil only.
•Y
 ou are welcome to take photographs but you must refrain from
using a flash.

America’s Sports University®

The Sport Sculpture Park

Created by Bruce Larsen, “Borzov the
Sprinter,” is a mechanical sprinter
with gears, hoses, a hydraulic cylinder,
hubcaps and an assortment of other
found objects. The bigger-thanlife sculpture is named
for the great Soviet
sprinter Valery Borzov.
Borzov won Olympic gold
medals in the 100 and 200
meters in controversial fashion
at the 1972 Olympics in Munich, Germany, after his

•N
 o food, drinks, large bags or
umbrellas are allowed inside the
museum.

main competition, Eddie Hart and Rey
Robinson, were eliminated when they
missed their heat in the preliminaries.
Another Olympian featured in the Sport
Sculpture
Park is
“Nastia
Liukin”. Similar to “Borzov
the Sprinter”, this piece is also
comprised of scrap metal parts
arranged to create the form of a
gymnast secured on top of a steel

“Borzov the Sprinter”
by Bruce Larsen

Thank you for your consideration.

balance beam. The piece was named
after Olympic Gymnastics gold-medalist Anastasia “Nastia” Liukin. Liukin
captured an Olympic gold medal in the
all-around competition at the 2008
Beijing Games, defeating teammate
Shawn Johnson, who finished second.
She added the medal to the family’s
trophy case exactly 20 years after her
father captured two golds in Seoul.
She also earned a silver medal with
the U.S. team and a bronze medal in
floor exercise.

The Main Lobby & Second Floor

“2012 London Olympics Cityscape”
by Charles Billich

Olympic Poster
Interpretations
by Cristóbal Gabarrón

Hanging On The Walkway

On The Black Wall
Communicating with simplistic forms,
Cristóbal Gabarrón sends out complex
messages full of ambiguity and duality. We see this present itself through
the translucent forms contained
within the structure of dark lines.
Symbolic forms such as the dove, denoting peace, recur throughout these
images. The pieces found on the black

wall are inspired by Olympic posters
through the eyes of children. Notice
the dove is not present during those
times when there were “No Games”
due to World War I and World II.
Don’t forget to view the mural by Cristóbal Gabarrón entitled “A Tribute to
the Human Spirit” located on the face
of the main building.

In a painting career spanning some 40
years, Charles Billich’s art has been
shaped by personal experience. He
continues to explore themes reflecting his
own obsessions, fantasies and ambitions
— sport, architecture, classicism, portraiture and stage. His piece “2012 London
Olympics Cityscape” honors the city landscapes and the world class athletes of the
2012 Summer Olympic Games.

The Gallery
Upon entering the Main Gallery, you will see glass tables holding sculptures
by various artists, a number of side galleries containing art by previous
Sport Artists of the Year, and the featured exhibit covering the circumference of the room. In this featured exhibit are 16 of the most recent works by
artist Charles Billich. This body of work titled,
“Bing Mah Yong,” exposes the sport of the
tomb of China’s first emperor, Qin Shi Huang,
who reigned from 246 B.C. - 210 B.C. Here we
see Billich “manipulating reality” by featuring
the terra cotta soldiers of ancient China as
modern Olympians.

“The Olympic Spirit”
by Betty Younger
Located in the Gallery

Additional side galleries include:
• T he only complete 2008 Beijing Olympic
Poster collection in the United States
•A
 collection of LeRoy Neiman seriographs
and other art
•M
 any other works by previous Sport
Artists of the Year
A more in-depth look at the side galleries is
included on the back of this program.

Above: “Gymnastics”
Below: “Fencing”
by Charles Billich

Additional Main Gallery Exhibitions Continued...

The Main Gallery - Exhibit Room D
“One World, One Dream” was the theme
of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games and is
represented on each of the official Beijing
Olympic posters on display in Exhibit
Room D. This may be the only opportunity
you will get to see the complete collection, outside of China. The Beijing 2008
Olympic Games’ emblem, “Chinese Seal,
Dancing Beijing” is filled with Beijing’s
hospitality and hopes, and carries the
city’s commitment to the world.

“Kick Boxing”

“Olympic Fencers”

“Running”

“Swimming”

The Main Gallery - Exhibit Room E
LeRoy Neiman, best known for his brilliantly
colored, stunningly-energetic images of sporting
events, is one of the most popular living sport
artists in the United States. Neiman’s ability to
portray sport action quickly through a variety of
mediums has allowed him to be the official artist
at five Olympiads, creating “on the spot” images
on live TV during the 1972 Summer Games in
Munich and the 1976 Games in Montreal.

“I created LeRoy Neiman.
Nobody else told me how to
do it. Well, I’m a believer in
the theory that the artist is as
important as his work.”
“Olympic Boxing
(Moscow 1980)”

“Munich
Olympics”

- LeRoy Neiman

The Olympic Room
The Olympic Room is located upstairs in the Academy Library. Displayed inside are various pieces of
Olympic memorabilia. The Olympic Room collection
includes medals from the 1988 Seoul Games, six
Olympic pennants, Olympic pins, plates, posters,
stamps, Olympic
books and Journals dating back
to 1896, and a
bust of Pierre De
Coubertin, Founder of the Modern
Olympics.
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